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Overview

• Update on Moving in and Moving out standard

• Impact on Covid 19

• Next steps



Agreed process

• We attended Housing Sub-Committee on 27 

January 2020

- Background to previous reviews

- Progress on Empty Homes

- Proposals for further review

- Referenced Cabinet Members budget proposals

• It was agreed; to include tenants and Members in 

the review

• This was completed over 2 sessions:

- Session 1 – 19 February – Scrutiny (Pre & Post inspections)

- Session 2 – 4 March – Workshop (Data and propose changes)

• Sessions really well received and attended



Items covered in the two sessions

• Update from pre-inspections (Tenants leaving property)

- Condition of properties were poor

- They did not meet to Moving Out standard

- Properties still contained previous tenants furniture

- Group would not of allowed tenants to move

• Update from post inspections visits (Works completed)

- All met the Moving In standard

- Repair works were completed to a good standard

- Amount of decoration was overwhelming in some properties



Items covered in the two sessions

• New tenant repairs

- Too many new tenant repairs

- Obviously missed during the repair works

• Review of paint packs

- High cost service

- Not always well received by tenants.

- Team challenged about doing something different 



What the data told us – Session 2

• April 2019 to Jan 2020 (10 months):

- 918 Empty Homes repaired

- 616 (67%) properties had new tenant repairs completed

- 1,751 new tenant repairs completed

- Cost of £130k (code claimed)

- 2.84 repairs per property (Average) – Excludes C&T

• If done when property empty: example

- 291 hours (Est.10 minute journey x 1,751 repairs) 

- 3,502 miles (Est 2 miles per journey x 1,751)

- £500 on fuel @ 38mpg

- 1.6 tonnes of CO2 emissions



Summary



Summary



Top 3 new tenant repairs

• Joinery
1. 163no door repairs

2. 103no window repairs

3. 71no gates

• Electrical
1. 119no Live tests

2. 59no light repairs

3. 34no socket repairs

• Plumbing 
1. 80no Toilet repairs

2. 51no tap repairs

3. 33no gutter repairs



The recommendations

• Post inspections (Get our own house in order)

- Review and improve consistency of inspections

- Include new tenant repairs when the property is empty

• Pre-termination inspections
- We currently inspect all transfers (25% of homes)

- ‘Insist’ on inspection (know responsibilities, encourage, early eyes on property)

• Decoration
- Target additional redecoration (kitchen and bathroom, grouting)

- Decoration to newly plastered walls and ceilings

- Paint new timber (doors, skirtings)

- Remove or repair damaged wallpaper

- Reduce paint pack offer to support works

- Invest above saving into the additional decoration



The recommendations

• Disposal of rubbish (supporting tenants)

- Define the issues

- Possible removing and recharging service 

- Factor in vulnerability

- Can we develop a new service offer?

- Carry out exit survey

• Communal cleaning

- Improve look of the building

- Identify repairs

- Control fly tipping



Cabinet Member Engagement

• Briefing – 5th March 2021

• Cabinet Member asked me to thank all those 

involved.

• Very impressed with all the work involved.

• Approved additional funding to support 

project. Eg redecoration



Impact of Covid

• Works suspended 23rd March 2021

• Works recommenced 20th May 2021

• Backlog of 93no empty properties

• Reduction in empty homes
- March to May 2019 – 210no

- March to May 2020 – 83no

• Safe Working Practices introduced

- Education and Training for teams

- 1 person per property at a time

- Increase PPE costs



Impact of Covid - Performance



• We redrafted the Moving In Standard, include:

- A range of new tenant identified repairs

- Increase in redecoration standard

• Circulated revised standard to group for comments 

• Produced Final Moving In Standard

So what have we done?



• Recruited 4no new painter and decorators

• Commenced a communal cleaning project

• Commenced with exit surveys for tenants 

regarding waste.

So what have we done?



Its all about the Outcomes

• Important we measure success of the review

• Seen a big reduction in new tenant repairs

• Customer feedback has been positive regarding 

decoration standard.

• Initial exit surveys have been low, so need to 

consider alternative tactics 

• Procurement / Tender complete (Cleaning Contractor)



Measuring Outcomes

• Pre review Measure – April 2019 to Jan 2020

• Post review measure – June 2020 to Oct 2020

• Same report formats used

• Mindful Post Review Data excludes Covid lock 

down ( 5 months only)

Empty Homes Review



Summary



Measuring Outcomes

• Pre review Measure – April 2019 to Jan 2020

• Post review measure – June 2020 to Oct 2020

• Same report formats used

• Mindful Post Review Data includes Covid lock 

down

• Team continues to scrutinise the details 

Empty Homes Review



Still to do

• Photos and corporate branding

• Publish new standard onto website

• Update the Repairs and Investment SDG

• Conclude Waste review and present Cabinet 

Member with options for consideration

• Conclude Communal Cleaning project and 

present Cabinet Member with options for 

considerations.

• Continue to monitor outcomes




